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Kahua and Byrne Software Technologies, Inc. Announce a Strategic
Partnership to Drive Innovation in Capital Asset Lifecycle Management
Partnership will improve productivity in the Real Estate and Construction Industry
ALPHARETTA, GA. AND CHESTERFIELD, MO. (PRWEB) FEBRUARY 14, 2018

Kahua, the creator of the world's premier collaborative network for real estate and construction project management, and Byrne Software
Technologies Inc, a leading provider of construction management consulting and development services, today announced a new
strategic partnership. The partnership will leverage Byrne Software's deep understanding of the business and technical aspects of the
project management life cycle, along with the collaborative power of The Kahua Network to improve communication and change the way
that capital assets are delivered and managed.
Kahua and Byrne Software share a passion for innovation and improving productivity. Through the partnership, Byrne Software will
provide implementation, training and support services as well as develop custom apps on the Kahua Platform. Together, Kahua and
Byrne Software will enable large construction owners and their project teams to deliver the highest value capital assets at the lowest
possible cost.
"Leading owners today are recognizing the importance of actively managing the entire lifecycle of their capital projects to drive
improvements in ROI," said Catherine Byrne, President of Byrne Software. "The Kahua Network has completely redefined collaboration
for capital asset lifecycle management. The combination of Kahua's lifecycle solutions, and the ability for Byrne Software to deliver
custom apps on the Kahua Platform will further our mission of delivering innovation, execution and speed-to-revenue to our customers."
"Transformation in our industry cannot be accomplished by a single company," said Scott Unger, CEO of Kahua. "We built the Kahua
Platform to enable us to leverage the knowledge and creativity of the entire industry to deliver solutions to our customers. Our partnership
with Byrne Software is a perfect example. Their depth of industry experience, broad range of service offerings and comprehensive
development capabilities will bring innovative new solutions that deliver significant value for our customers in the Kahua Network."
About Kahua: Kahua is changing the way that capital assets are delivered and managed. The Kahua Network is the world's leading
collaborative network for real estate and construction project management. Delivered as a secure, scalable Application Platform-as-aService (aPaaS), The Kahua Network enables users to easily share data, documents and workflows across all applications and projects.
Kahua solutions improve agility, reduce risk and create competitive advantage, enabling project teams to profitably deliver owners the
highest performance assets at the lowest possible cost. Kahua supports leading mobile devices and tablets, integrates with third party
applications and numerous accounting systems, and enables customers and certified development partners to quickly modify existing
applications or build custom applications that operate on The Kahua Network. To learn more, visit http://www.kahua.com.
About Byrne Software Technologies, Inc: Founded in 1985, Byrne Software Technologies, Inc. is a privately held, woman-owned,
Consulting and Software Development firm located in St. Louis, MO. Byrne Software is dedicated to strategically expanding its
customers project control capabilities through the effective software deployment and support of practical construction management
solutions. Byrne Software offers extensive project control experience in a number of construction - related markets and industry types
including AEC commercial, government, healthcare, real estate, power and transportation. Industry knowledge and proven experience,
make Byrne Software a one-stop-shop for its customers' implementation, training, and support needs. To learn more,
visit http://www.byrnesoftware.com

